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The Journey to
Cloud Native:
Gartner predicts that by 2022,
north of 75% of global businesses
will likely be running containerized
applications in production

A laA lack of experience and expertise
was the top-cited challenge among
67% of companies adopting Kubernetes.
Many organizations still face a steep
learning curve to build, deploy, and
manage Kubernetes effectively.

Almost half (46%) of companies cited trouble
memeeting security and compliance
requirements after deploying Kubernetes.

Bespoke Digital Transformation Services
Are you just starting your Digital Transformation journey or need help crossing
the chasm? We provide Bespoke engineering services with some of the best DevOps,
Cloud, and Security engineers in the industry on extremely efficient timelines.

What is harpoon?
harpoon enables anyone to deploy their software to the cloud without

writing code by converting visual representations of software into
cloud deployment scripts using industry standard formats that are

battle-tested and production grade.

harpoon provides the value of a multi-million-dollar production
eenvironment plus the power of a DevOps team at a fraction of the cost

Why use harpoon?
Building production software environments is hard,

time consuming, and costly.

Average spend is ONE MILLION DOLLARS in upfront costs

Average time to develop is 9-12 MONTHS
not building your own software

AAverage cost to maintain is $400,000 per year

Using harpoon instead of writing custom
scripts can save hundreds of thousands of

dollars per year in labor costs for small
companies and millions per year for mid

to large size businesses

Using harpoon will enable your team
tto have one of the highest quality

production environments available
in mere minutes without writing

any code

harpoon automatically secures
your cloud service provider
account, production cluster,

and daand data so you are not
susceptible to cyber-crimes

like ransomware attacks
and data exfiltration.

harpoon is fun to use

Who was harpoon built for?
Software startups

Small to Mid-Size companies who want to scale

Large businesses who want to be more agile

Organizations who are looking to migrate to the cloud,
adopt DevOps technologies/practices, Kubernetes, or
ConContainer-based deployments

Companies that want to increase their speed of software
delivery to end users

Organizations who want to reduce their Cyber Security attack surface

Companies that enjoy saving time and money
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